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Wardaya College Departemen Matematika

GEOMETRI

Summer Olympiad Camp 2017 - Matematika SMP

1. Let M be an interior point of the triangle ABC with angles ∠BAC = 70◦ and ∠ABC = 80◦. If ∠ACM =
10◦ and ∠CBM = 20◦, prove that AB = MC.

2. Let the inscribed circle of the triangle 4ABC touch side BC at M, side CA at N and side AB at P . Let
D be a point from [NP ] such that DP

DN = BD
CD . Show that DM ⊥ PN .

3. Let ABCDE be convex pentagon such that AB + CD = BC +DE and k half circle with center on side
AE that touches sides AB, BC, CD and DE of pentagon, respectively, at points P, Q, R and S (di�erent
from vertices of pentagon). Prove that PS ‖ AE.

4. Let A, B, C and O be four points in plane, such that ∠ABC > 90◦ and OA = OB = OC. De�ne the point
D ∈ AB and the line l such that D ∈ l, AC ⊥ DC and l ‖ AO. Line l cuts AC at E and circumcircle of
4ABC at F. Prove that the circumcircles of triangles BEF and CFD are tangent at F.

5. Consider a triangle ABC and let M be the midpoint of the side BC. Suppose ∠MAC = ∠ABC and
∠BAM = 105◦. Find the measure of ∠ABC.

6. The side lengths of a parallelogram are a, b and diagonals have lengths x and y, knowing that ab = xy
2 ,

show that

a = x√
2
, b = y√

2
or a = y√

2
, b = x√

2
.

7. For a �xed triangle ABC we choose a point M on the ray CA (after A), a point N on the ray AB (after
B) and a point P on the ray BC (after C) in a way such that AM −BC = BN −AC = CP −AB. Prove
that the angles of triangle MNP do not depend on the choice of M, N, P.

8. The vertices A and B of an equilateral 4ABC lie on a circle k of radius 1, and the vertex C is inside k.
The point D 6= B lies on k, AD = AB and the line DC intersect k for the second time in point E. Find
the length segment CE.

9. In right trapezoid ABCD (AB ‖ CD) the angle at vertex B measures 75◦. Point H is the foot of the
perpendicular from point A to the line BC. If BH = DC and AD +AH = 8, �nd the area of ABCD.

10. Two perpendicular chords of a circle, AM, BN, which intersect at point K, de�ne on the circle four arcs
with pairwise di�erent length, with AB being the smallest of them. We draw the chords AD, BC with
AD ‖ BC and C, D di�erent from N, M. If L is the point of intersection of DN, MC and T the point of
intersection of DC, KL, prove that ∠KTC = ∠KNL.
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